Net Electricity Generation Forecast (NetGen)
Weather and Power Generation Forecasts for
Renewable Energy Plants

Renewable energy plants face unique challenges related to the maintenance and
optimization of reliable and stable performance over changing conditions. Accurate
electricity generation forecasts are critical both for plant operations and the power
grids they supply. BrightSource’s Net Electricity Generation Forecast (NetGen) system
combines weather and generation forecasting to meet these challenges.

AI-Based Weather Forecasting
The BrightSource NetGen Weather Forecasting system
uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) to generate forecasts based
on meteorological data from a variety of sources such as
meteorological models, satellite images, onsite cloud cameras,
and weather sensors. It provides short-term (minutes), midterm, and longer-term (days) weather predictions.

Numeric Predictive Model
NetGen uses an advanced, data-driven predictive model of plant
generation, including a digital twin that is calibrated to match
the plant in order to provide a comprehensive view of weather
parameters and their uncertainties, as well as information
regarding the atmospheric turbidity and aerosol mass
concentrations.
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Operational Optimization
NetGen allows O&M to boost plant efficiency. Its weather
prediction functionality, equipment availability analysis, and
learned plant infrastructure knowledge yield recommendations
for optimal plant operating modes for the coming hours or days.

Advanced Machine Learning
As NetGen accumulates real-world data, it tunes its internal
algorithms using machine learning capabilities for everincreasing prediction accuracy.

NetGen offers real-time generation information together with
predictions of the expected electrical production profile from
short-term to long term. It uses AI algorithms to calculate plant
output in three different ways: (1) potential production under
nominal design conditions; (2) potential production based on
actual component availability; and (3) expected production
based on actual real-time data that takes the actual state of the
plant into account. The graphic User Interface (UI) displays this
data in a variety of trends as defined by the user.

Weather and Site Data Integration
NetGen integrates data from both NetGen weather forecasting
and plant control systems to produce electrical production
forecasts. For example, it predicts lower outputs in cases of low
anticipated transmissivity due to a sandstorm, plant components
under maintenance or imposed plant production limits; and it
predicts higher outputs when site DNI is very high, or production
limits are raised.
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